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In our work of psychotherapy, much of what we encounter has to do with positions that are in conflict. Since conflict is such a ubiquitous life experience many of us have acquired some ways to deal with conflict. Particularly, those who have developed a personal relationship with the Savior have been able to apply many of our ideas in ways that have become second nature. As one practices the principles presented here, the ability to deal with conflict can become fairly quick and intuitive. Let us remember however that our clients are not always as experienced or as connected to the divine as would be in their best interest. Therefore, we hope a discussion about some of the more specific elements involved in conflict would be instructive and useful.

The conflicts which we address happen between people. While there are conflicts that exist between ideologies, between forces of nature, etc. – and while it might be true that the ideas presented in this paper would be effective with those kinds of conflict – we will focus our discussions on those conflicts which happen between people.

When human beings encounter conflict there seems to be a natural drive for a speedy resolution. Sometimes that search for a quick resolution leads to premature closure. We propose that a close examination of conflict, one that avoids premature closure, one that is unafraid of what will be found, and one that is bold in its examin-
nation of realities and implications, will yield specifics with which the atonement can help. Too often out of fear of conflict or out of an attempt to bring premature resolution to conflict, examination of important issues is short-circuited and full understanding is not available. In such circumstances there may be occasions when the power of the atonement is difficult to access or perhaps can only be applied in a partial way.

We will use an example from religion – namely, the opposition of justice and mercy – to present a way that positions which are in conflict, including those that appear opposite and mutually exclusive, can relate. We will present a method of resolution between these positions that we believe preserves the initial and foundational character of each side and yet finds a way to work together to create a unity which is more complete than either alone. We hope to show that it is possible for seemingly opposed positions to join hands in a joint venture, each enhancing rather than diminishing the other.

Justice

Let us begin with justice. Justice is demanded when the interest of one individual is damaged or harmed in some way. A call for justice presupposes that the losses incurred by an individual matter, and that there is some quality inherent in an individual that calls for and requires a response. If it is possible to discount the hurt and loss to any degree or by any means whatsoever and thereby dismiss the individual, then justice as a concept is significantly weakened. Were it possible to find any basis or reason of any kind that would decrease the claim for recovery by a wronged individual, perhaps in the service of some larger creative or conservation effort.

Any position other than each individual having self-existence and being co-eternal with God leaves the concept of justice severely undermined. Any other position requires that justice and any claim thereto be footnoted with caveats and exceptions such as “as long as God is willing,” “unless evolution takes some turn or another,” etc.

Justice, then, has the most solid grounding when based upon the existence of a fundamental individual self which has claim in itself on recovery from any insult or damage incurred. And the claim must be immutable. There must be no argument that can set aside the demand for justice. The individual who has been wronged must have the leeway to set the definitions of what constitutes a loss and also what constitutes a recovery. To impose a definition on either from some external source is to severely undermine the autonomy of the individual and to reduce one’s claim on justice, leaving the individual manipulated by whatever greater force establishes those definitions.

Thus for justice to have a maximally strong position, it must be based upon the definition of an individual who has existence, value and importance in himself, who can set his own definitions – in this case, with particular regard to harm and recovery.

There must, then, be sufficient value placed upon the individual that it is legitimate for that individual to claim recovery regardless of the cost. The definition of loss and the definition of recovery must not be based upon cost to another – or the individual is diminished, and the issue of cost then becomes the defining force of
the individual and the limit-setting force regarding justice: self-determination is significantly undermined; indeed, the very existence of the self as a self-defining autonomous agent is undermined.

**Mercy**

Let us now examine mercy. Mercy is a quality which is called into being by the interests inherent in relationships. While the existence of a self as discussed above is to be highly valued, it is clear that a self, an individual, is irrelevant without the context of a relationship: it is difficult to comprehend what value there would be in having only one such individual self in existence; there would be no opportunity for creativity, fecundity, etc. Such an isolated entity would be unable to make much of itself. Relationship, then, becomes highly significant to individuals. When one is able to produce more of something than one consumes, the excess can be contributed to a relationship. If there are others producing other things in quantities more than they can consume and if they then are willing to contribute that to the relationship, there is an additive effect and everyone in the relationship is enhanced significantly. Since an individual by his own effort is unable to produce all items that contribute to satisfaction; indeed, some enjoyments cannot be generated in any way other than in a relationship. An isolated individual is, then, at a severe disadvantage. In fact, not only would an isolated individual miss out on many advantages, it is unlikely that one could survive at all as a single entity.

Since individuals are irrelevant and largely impotent without relationships, relationships can be seen as having a significant, foundational, immutable and primary call upon the interests of the individual. Indeed, one's survival and continued existence depend upon it. Mercy therefore begins to call upon the individual to abandon claims on justice, agency, and self-existence in favor of maintaining relationships and survival. Being diminished and discounted, and having needs and feelings ignored, seem to be prices worth paying to insure continued existence. The interests of another in a relationship are therefore extremely compelling. The interest of the other in a relationship might even be seen as the highest priority survival interest for individuals. It can (and has been) said that attention to the needs of others is the best (and perhaps the only) way to happiness, and is thus in one's best interest (Cuthbert, 1990; D&C 4:4; McConkie, 1980).

Mercy would ask that when there is a loss, the demand for recovery upon the other in a relationship should be reduced, so as to not annihilate or seriously damage the other in the relationship. The request for mercy is a request that justice be tempered, that the amount of recovery to the individual be diminished in some way so as to lessen the loss to the other – and to the relationship as a whole.

Note that the individual who is “other” in our discussion thus far is also a self-existent individual who has a foundational claim on justice to recover perceived and self-defined losses and hurts. He/she is also able to set her/his own demands for recovery. It is from this stance that the request for mercy is ultimately generated: this request for a decrease in the recompense offered as recovery to the first individual is a justice-demand of its own from the second individual (i.e., asserting that the original demand was excessive). The requests and demands generated by each side seem mutually exclusive: how can full justice be claimed if it requires the annihilation of the other upon whom one depends for the advantages of relationship? How can relationships have any value when they exist only at the cost of discounting and diminishing the individuals in the relationships?

**Competition**

When these interests between justice and mercy are seen as individual entities, competition surfaces easily. The competition that is generated by the justice-born self-definitions of losses and recovery vs. the discounting counter demands of mercy, gives rise to a significant sense of futility. World events such as the conflict in Ireland or the Middle East exemplify this: situations in the Middle East illustrate the runaway process of each side self-defining its losses and demanding high levels of recovery (higher levels of recovery than the other side feels are appropriate), along with a willingness to dismiss the legitimacy of mercy's counterclaims from the other side. Additionally, the difference between the high cost demanded and the cost which seems reasonable is taken as a further loss to the side of whom the high cost is demanded; that loss must then be recompensed so a demand is made for recovery, which is again perceived as
another loss, followed by yet another demand for recovery, and on and on – thus the conflict escalates. Each side is also quick to make its own mercy-demands, whining about how their pain requires a discounting and setting aside of the justice claim of the other. This process cannot be stopped or mitigated by any dominating or externally defined force without discounting one or both of the parties: Justice must have its due; Mercy is also called for.

We are all touched by real-life stories of families torn apart, marriages dissolved, and friendships lost. As each side in these competitive conflicts fights for its own interests, defines its own losses, demands its own sense of recovery and claims mercy at the expense of the other – conflict escalates, damage multiplies, options diminish, and hopes of resolution fade. Indeed, mutual annihilation seems a probable outcome.

**The Mediator**

There is however an alternative, which is presented in the religious redemption of the tension between justice and mercy (Alma 42:13, 15; Cullimore, 1974). Religion shows us a model which can bring resolution to this escalating conflict; through the process of mediation (Alma 23:5-7). Hope is found in the concept of, and the person of, the divine mediator (2 Thessalonians 2:16). In the Christian tradition, this mediator is Jesus Christ (1 Timothy 2:5).

Without imposing any definition from an external source about the severity of the loss, Jesus responds to all with divine compassion. The individual who demands justice while feeling the loss, by accepting the understanding presence of this compassionate and loving interested third party, is able to discharge some of the loss through this third-party connection with the relationship. By being connected in this significant way, a part of the loss that was related to being rejected and being isolated can be significantly mitigated.

Also, the presence of a divine force larger than the immediate context can stretch the world view and vision of the offended person beyond the moment, introducing space and time as variables contributing to recovery. When the influence of immediacy is removed from the demand for recovery, intensity can decrease. The forgiving stance of a divine mediator toward the individual also evokes memories of her/his own given insults and another's demands for recompense being tempered by mercy. Thus a heightened response of compassion and benevolence can flow. Confidence in the mediator's capacity to provide recovery out of some ample divine store further reduces the demand for recovery from the offender in the interaction.

With hope of a complete recovery in hand, the offended can again become open to the advantages of relationship. The futility of competition can become apparent; thus room can again be made for a return of positive intentions toward the other. The generation of a cooperative attitude on the part of the offended toward the offender is a significant further benefit of such mediation.

When each side of the conflict receives the benefit of the individual presence of such a mediator, cooperation between opposing parties truly becomes a possibility. A spirit of cooperation between opposing parties offers increased hope of resolution, and the possibility of reconciliation begins to seem probable.

**Cooperation**

With firm hope of being valued and a clear expectation of finding satisfaction through mediated dialogue (i.e., relationship), each individual can willingly give away specific outcomes or methods (even those mutually exclusive ones which were held so tenaciously), and instead creatively pursue a unified objective of pleasing the other as a means of satisfying self. Indeed, an individual may be able to genuinely assert that he/she desires the well-being of another above his/her own, knowing that his/her own well-being depends on such a stance. The unity created through this cooperation virtually assures an agreeable outcome.

However, the specifics of the conflict and potential resolution are not automatically resolved. As the conflicts in Ireland and the Middle East demonstrate, the presence of a cooperative attitude would improve much, yet it does not solve the underlying specific issues. Once a spirit of cooperation has been agreed upon between the parties, a more specific dialogue can begin.

Again, remember that any imposed solution such as “compromise” diminishes both the involved parties. Each issue presented by each side of the conflict must have a satisfying response. A cooperative attitude, however, can generate an option for each side to make
offerings without fear of unfair advantage being taken. A cooperative stance is only possible when each party has both its own and the other’s interests as high priorities: there must be as much concern for taking too much as there is for taking enough, and vice versa. Each side must have an equal priority. Mediated cooperation works best when each party commits to continuing to work until all issues and all interests are satisfactorily resolved for all parties. When all parties feel assured that all interests are mutually valued, the need to fight/compete with intensity in order to persuade or ensure the achievement of a particular issue can be abandoned. A cooperative exchange may in fact spend some negotiation time on disputing who has the privilege of first attending to the concerns of the other. Note, then, that a process of compromise is certainly not optimal, since compromise is the diminishing of one position in deference to the other.

The resolution towards which such cooperative dialogue is aimed is more closely described in consensual decision-making literature – each side willing to alter the specific expression of its needs and being willing to take varied forms of recompense. Cooperative attitudes engender expectation that positive intention can persist over time and space. Patience can allow for some recovery/resolution to occur at a future time or in an ongoing way; indeed, recovery/repair efforts that are larger in scope can be included as possibilities. As the creative brainstorming process continues, options can be generated together that neither could have generated independently. As this joint generation of options continues, eventually each side will be satisfied that all losses have been understood and recovered, and that those things that have been demanded of each side have been those things which are comfortable to give and do not feel excessive.

The presence, then, of a mediator can be seen as a mechanism by which mutually exclusive opposing interests can find common ground and work together to generate a mutually advantageous cooperative working relationship between individuals.

Summary

Given this discussion – what, then, are the take-home messages?

• We need not be afraid to explore each side of a conflict in its depth and breadth, with all of its implications and potential for mutually exclusive positions. In fact, such an exploration may lead to the highest probability of an eventual solution.
• Avoid premature closure of conflict; conflict avoidance is the cause of significant mischief.
• One cannot dismiss a person or diminish his/her personal expressions without doing violence to him/her.
• One gets further towards the eventual resolution of a conflict by first exploring and clarifying the individual’s desire for justice.
• It is important to allow each individual to generate his/her own sense of motivation and advantage in order to provide the energy to drive attempts at reconciliation: avoid externally imposed solutions.
• Accessing the divine mediator and the relationship he offers provides the most helpful mechanism to respond to the individual’s desires for recovery.
• Use the divine mediator to generate trust, hope and possibility – and to reduce fear and defensiveness. Encourage people to reject inward, competitive, immediate-focused choices which are passive, dependent and have a victim flavor – such as “I have to get mine.” Encourage people to embrace cooperative, outward, long-term focused choices which are active, independent and have a survivor theme – such as “how can we work together.”
• Use healthy amounts of dialogue to engage creativity, to fuel consensual decision making, and to pursue mutual benefit in the service of resolving specific issues.

Possibilities

Some may be willing to embrace the possibility of such a cooperative stance between individuals and yet see little possibility that such a process could have application beyond dyadic or small group interactions. Certainly the complexity of the task increases to some degree. However, all interactions, whether discussed in terms of nations, political parties, philosophies, etc., are fundamentally interactions between people. It is people who represent groups, ideologies, etc. – and people who eventually bring language to express competitiveness or cooperation around any given point. It is people who have strong feelings about a particular way of doing things. It is people whose stories call us to action and give cause to hold and debate strong opinions.
Note that it is the individual example that carries disconfirmatory power, and the specific loss or gain of a given relationship that spurs further action. It is unfortunately true that issues can seem to take a life of their own and develop beyond the specific instance, and that movements grow in complexity and abstraction. Although this expanded form is very useful and an essential arena for discussion, learning, and interaction, yet discourse is frequently called back to its roots: the personal experiences of individuals in relationships.

Why, then, do we not assume that people can rise to the challenge of increased complexity? If people have learned to deal as nations, philosophical groups, etc. in competitive ways, why can they not learn to do so in cooperative ways? Once one has learned the advantage of using a cooperative style in personal interactions, why is it not possible to use similar skills in other perhaps more complex arenas? Arguments such as “it’s never been done before” or “I don’t see how it could work” really don’t seem very compelling.
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